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*Fteporten0and editors make daily decisions about the. relative importanCe

of news events. Some of thoSe events get to be highly placed Page One stories

and oers get to be featured as the top itemson the evening news. There has,

been some mystery surrounding the actual choice of those items and some ques-
,

tion whether readers and viewers would agree with editors on Which events i

merited Page One treatment if presented the opportunity..

At each year's end the two major U.S. wire services and many'local news-

papers try to determine what are the top stories of the year. In the Associated

Press study,the to stories are defined as:those which make the "biggest news,"

A
while the United Press International survey provides two categdries--one for

headline impact and the other for long-range significance.

The AP moves the long list of stories selected.,by wire service personnel

, -

over the wire to newspapers and broadcasters. The ballots are mailed back,

one per organization, to AP headquarters for tally. UPI follows a similar plan,.

and H.L. Stevenson, editor in chief and vice president, reports dbout a 30 %,

response rate from he nearly 1,000 newspapers served-by the agency. AP pro-
.

ov
,

vided no information regarding response rate.

After allots' are counted and the wire services notify the newspapers of

the top-rat d stories, the lists are published by most newspapers aeyear end.

These national and international stories are the choices of the editors of .

daily newsp pers acid broadcast stations and announced to the puhlip as the top

910 or 20 ev nts of the year. ,
1

a

\
Since o input from readers, and likely little input from the reportorial

staff is used in the formulation of these lifts, we wondered to what extent
.

readers and other editorial staff memberstwould agree on their choices for top

1

stories. FUrther, we were interested in comparing choices of these groups of

individuals

year.

with the actual newsplayegiven to selected_ stories throughout the
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Sews Values of Reporters and the Pub4c

Studiesdomparing the news values among sources, citizen and media per-
.

sonnel have shown that sources and citizens have higher agreement on what is
-

.

newwortfty than either sources and reporters or repor ers and citizens'or

readers. (Fielder, 19n; p..'189). The highedt agreement between media personnel

and citizens was reached wrtere annual citizen income was $15,000 or more. The

lqwest agreement between citizens and the media occurredywhen the citizens did

-not,perceive the topic to be salient to them personally.

,Fieldef, in her study of crime and crime reporting, asked citizens to rank items

according to their importance. The citizens ranked items -.as very important if

the issue was of high priority, the story would show that ,thetolice were

v .

doing a good job, or Ole story gave the police credit for some action. 'Journal- .

ists, on tht other hand, ranke4 different items as important. In descending'

)"
.

order of importance, -they were: The.lpfdrmation exposed police wrongdoing; the
.

,,, t.

story dealt with a high priority issue; OrAheinfovmation made /interesting
, .,

reading.
. -- .

'
,/ . . x e

.
,,.

The study also found that media respor4ents' were able-to predict what

. would be the news priorities of sources, but predictions were less accurate when
...

. ,. ,

(made about, citizen choices.
4

_.... ---
..Other studies hawse found a discrepency with the ways in which editors and

I . .. 0
1i

readers evaluate the news. Kenneth Johnson,(103) cbmparect 'dimensions of evaluating
.. 4..

science news among scientists,, science writers, readers and non-readers. He
. .

, .

,. . . A

found that edit-ors were more likelfto evaluate stories on the basis of color and
r.

excitement, while the other groups made judgments first based on accuracy and

significance.
a,

Purpose of the Study

This survey of citizens (both readers and'noni-readers) And the editorial

staffof the only community newspaper in
t
a city of 52,000 population, was mode
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to determine whether the audience for new has the same notion of news value

as do the persons' who decide what news will be available on any given day.
.

From the results of Exevicieei..-the-researtherl at the

lists of important newt of the year would bedifferent for the two groups.

The following hypotheses were made concerning the nature of those differences:

1. 'Readers (and non-readers) will tend to consider important those events

that'were closer to their.lives and affected them more personally (i.e. more

local stories) while-reporters and editors will consider important those events

that made the biggest headlines_ during the year.

2. 'A wider variety of everts will be listed by the editorial staff than

:;*

will be cited by the readers.

1. Educational level and media use will be positively related to /tile
,

. number and range of events listed.

4. Readers with a high level of education will likely match editorial

staff choices of events more closely than they will match the choices of less-,

educated-readers:

5. The events that received the most news play by the newspaper during

1981 (both ik frequency and amount of coverage) will likely be included on

lists of both the editorial staff and community.residepts.

6. The events chosen by the editors in the two wire service polls will

more closely match lists given by the local newspaper staff than tiy the community

residents:

Methodology

A'face-to-face survey of 19 part- and ful11-, time reportets and editors at

The Herald-Telephone, a daily newspaper of 25,585 circulation injiloomington,

was conducted during the week of Dec. 16-23, 1981. During-that same week a
6,

i°
telephone survey of BlOomingion,--area residents was also conducted. The sample



was randomly drawn from the local telephone directory.

Excluded from the interviewing were reporters and editors in the sports and
0

lifestyle departments of the newspaper, the art and drama reviewer,and the

.leature colUmnist who does not take news assigniten. Thd managing editor of

the newspaper was also excluded. because he was involved in the computation of

the list of local events for the paper's uG.In year-end assessment and fiad.seen

the UPI list of top story nominations that came over the wire.

In both surveys, the respondents were asked to provide a list of the most
-

important events'pf 1981. Specifically, they were instructed to name events

Which were important to them personally and were asked to choose events on any,.

leVel-local, state, national or international. Neither group was provided with '

a list from which to. select items: A1though46oth AP and UPI provide-a master

list it was felt that this method would limit, respondent.choice and also 'would

,set the agenda for the respondent, rather than allowing him to make his own

selectioni.

After the community.fesidents were asked for their lidt of important events

and were given time to mentiah as many as they Coull6fremember; they were given

,

a list of topic areas as a memory aid.
1

Then the respondents- were asked to name
. .

. .
.

events which they thought had been overplayed or underplayed..by the media during

T

fhe year as a further help to their memories.-

The memory aids were provided because previous studies (Barber, 1979; Katzii. ,
et al., 107) hawefou that recall news items within a short time of viewing

or listening to them was extremely poor. Katz et al., found that 34% of radio

listeners and 21% of television viewers could not recall'a single item.within one
. ,

hour of broadcast. .Aided recall reduced the total non-remembrance to 15%. _his

, I ,

° same study also found foreign affairs to be less well remembered than local events
' ,..

and that more educated viewers or listeners were able to remember'moe,, .items.

-

findings.from tht Katz study provided the basis for some of the hypotheses of this



study.

Both the area residents and the editorial staff.were,asked to ChNse

the single most important event of the year from the longer list, they had

provided. Area residents who had added events they thought were over- or

underplayed could select from those items as well when choosing the most im-

portant event of the year.

5

To determine actual ¶lewsplay of,the year's events., a content analysis

of the stories on the front age and on Pau Three of The Herald-Telephone yas

conducted. The newspapertp marily serves a local function and front page

news often only deals with °cal and Area stories. 'The top national or inter-

national story for he day I usually appear on the front page, but only if

_the story is felt to have cial significan&.by the editorial.staff. Most

national or international ews from the UPI wire and, to a lesser extent, the
Aft

New Fork Times News Service is reserved for Page Three called The World Page.

State events, unless of unusual importance, are placed on a separate state page.

As afresult: state news is the least emphasized type of news in the paper. The

editorial, policy, is to place heavy emphasis on local news. '

In order to be certain that the year's events were all included in the

analysis, it was decided to examine each day's coverage, rather than to sample

0 over any particular period. The analysis was conducted to determine the number

0
of stories wrftter about a partickar topic as well as the amount of space

devoted to those stories.

. Results:.

Wire Service Lists

d
Both AP and Iexecutiveeditors provides their lists of the top ten

stories.(See Tahle 1,) The editors' judgment from both wire service survey's

on the important events of the year was quite similar. Both AP andt'Pl-editors

listed the same fout stories in order as the most important. Although the other
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1

six stories dif£ered AomeAat, all but three'of the same stories were listed

l/

.76

*b§ both groups.

Since the polls by the wire services includ only\national and inter

national stories, it was not possible to make close comparisons with the'lists

of The Herald-Telephone editorial staff and the Bloomington-area residpts.

However, most of the same national and international stories also appeared one

'the most frequently mentioned stories by the local groups. (See Tables2)

. Reporters' and Editors' Lists

The 19 reporters and editors mentioned a, total of 44 separate events.

the 20 events most frequently mentioned, seven were local or state stories,

nine were national events and four were international events. The 10 most fre-,/

quently mentioned items and the number of mentions received were as follows:
.

,Reagan shot (14 mentions); (13); Hostages released (10); PCB prob

' lems in the community (10)
2

; Sadat assaSsination (10); Crisis in Poland (9);

Indiana University wins the NCAA basketball title (8); Work release center loca-.

tion (7)
3

; Reagan assumes'the presidency (7); and Pope is shot(6). *

When the 13 men and six women reporters and titors were asked in a

separatequestion'to name the most important event from the ones they had already

listed, they were not unanimous: 'ReaganoMics was named by four

persons, while three votes each were given to the inflation/recession problems,

Sadat assassination and the Reagan shooting.

Four of the reporters with beats covering the city, police, county'and

/ ---du ion named at least one story taken fro their own beats in-their lisl of

(
important events. None of the.beet-related stories found its way into the 10

most frequently mentioned events by the area resid9nts. It is not. known whether

a person considers something important because he spends a lot of time close
a

to the subject or whether the reverse is true, howeVer.

/4P -
0

Twdive of the 'reporters and editors predicted that the readers', lists

.
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would be qUite different from those of the H-T staff. Although; editorS did

`
.

not speculate as to how the citizens' lists would differ, five persons said

the residents would list more local stories; three said stories which touched,
. N

theb,lives of the residents more pdrsonally would=be listed; one *person 'predicted

a listing of more sensational news; and another expected more event-oriented

rather than trend-oriented news from the area residents.

Telephone Respondents' Priorities

(In fact,:the lists of important events from the Bloomington area did

differ from those of the reporters ands editors, but not in'the ways which were

predicted by the editorial staff of by the hypotheses of the.study.

The 196 respondents in the telephone survey provided a total of 1,258
,

events, or about 6.5 per person. Nearly 100 different events were cited as,

important more than twice as many as were listed by reporters and editbrs), but ,,

some were mentioned with greater frequency.

Although the lists 'of the residents.and the editorial staff didaiffer.
. ( ,

in ,some interesting ways, the two group agreed on eight of the top 10 events

of the year. The order was different for the two groups, however. (See Table.../)

Ih the 10 most- frequently mentioned stories, Indiana'Urliversity's

ning of the NCAA basketball championship was, the only local event listed by the

residents. And in the .top 15 events listed, county school redistricting was the

only other 1o'cal item on their list. Reporters and-editors included three local

stories in the 10 most frequently mentionekand an additional two local and one

state event in the 15 most frequently mentioned events. The editorial, staff of

The Herald-Telephone and the researchers had predicted that the area residents

would select more local stories than did the reporters and edit?rs. .

In Bloomington, the unemployment rate was.greater_than 14Z in December

081, yet unemployment was listed as the 13th most frequently mentioned event.'

It was not known, however, how many of the respondents or their relativet and

friends were out of ttork at the time of the survey. The unemployment issue was
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k

.
.

a problem close to the community, yet more distant events, having little to

do with the respondents''everyda lives, received more attention.

Overall, international events' were more frequently mentioned than

night,be expected, given the local emphasis of the H-T. Four of the 10 most

frequently mentioned events had a clear international orientation, while'

eight had a national focus._focus._ Of the total list,,,of events mentioned, more than

one-third were international .(37.1%), about half werenational (49.4%) and

relatively few were local events (13.4%)..

When area residents were asked to select from their lists one event

- that stood out frothe rest as the most important, the ?ssassiskatign attempt

*

Z.on'President Reagan wAlis listed by 33 persons, while the Polish crisis received
\

' si

27 votes and R anomics was selected by 25 persons.

Telephone respondents said their chosen event was Mbst -important be-

cause if affected tihe greatest number of people (17.9%) or the event had some

long rangeeffect.(9.7%) or it stood out in the respondent's'mind because

it had been played up softuch by the-media .Many respondents did not

provide a reason4for their selection (33.2%).

A whole..range'of items was listed as overplayed by the media, but,oply

a few events were given more than a couple of votes. The reports of the

Libyan terrorist hit squad planning an attaCk on Reagan's life was,listed by

20 persons (10.9%) as overplayed, while the hostage release and Prince Charles '

0

and Lady Di's wedding received tine and seven votes respectively. The 'y

Richard hilen affair also was selected4by seven persons as overplayed'and

seven others said that /he-media ove.rplay almost everything.

More media attention was called for on certain other issues: The
.)6

problems with the Social Security program (seven votes), Reaganomics (five.

A. .2

votes), and the cutbacks in social and educational programs (four votes).

Again, most persons did no; list an event or could not remember one whiO had

*ts



beenIunderplayed.

Demographic Distribution of Residents' Responses.

9

Of the.196 respondents to the telephone survey, 94 were mere and 102

were women. Most respondentg.subscribed to The Herald-Telephone (75%) while

4e.4% of the group/subscribed to at least one other newspaper published in

the area. The Indianapolis Star,.the IndtRna Daily Student and The Courier
\ '

3 Journal (touisvilje, liY.) were the other three newspapers most often mentioned.

,

,

\ . . , ,.

Several. measures of media use were taken in the telephone survey. About .

70 % .of the respondefits'repoited having read the newspaper yesterday, while

74.4% claimed to read'the newspaper every day or almost every day. Reported

frequency of watching local television news or li.stening to radio news was
. ,

lower--about half, the respondents reporta daily atLentibn to broadcast news.
6

(See Table 3)_,

Educational level of the respondents was relatively high, as'Might

4
. I

be expected in a university-based town. About one-third (31.9%) of the

. ,

. .

respondents weretcollege graduates or had advanced degrees. More than half

'(55.1%)had:at leat some college education, while the rest (13 %)-'had less

than a 12th _grade education. About. one-fodrth-(26.0%) reported that they

.% %

were students at the time of the study.

'Hypothesis three, that' educational' level and media use would be -

positively-related to the number and. range of events listed, Was partially

supported. Subscribing to The Herald-Telephone or other area newspapers

-did not make a difference in the number of important events recalled by the

respondents. If the respondtnt reported reading the .paper yesterday, be was

more likely-to list a larger number of items (r=.13; p...03). A similar

relationship was found between the report of regular newspaper' reading and.

the number of events listed. No such relationship was found getween'the.

number of events recalled and the reported frequency of watching local off'

1
1 1



network television news,. however. .

Frequenoflistening to radio news did carelate positively with. he'
---.

%
. .

number of events recalled (r=:18; p=.005). - . -.

Level of education'also showed a positive relationship with the number
'

...,

' 11s

of important events'recalled (r=.37; '.13.--,.0000). The grpup of persons who reported

?

not
I

completing a high schoql education recalled-an average of 4.3 items,

while those respondents with ahighschool 'diploma and perhaps some'college

education remembered an average of 6.4 items. Cdllege graluate's or,those

with advanced degrees recalled' an -average of 7.7 itemg.

.401

,

Although the number of events recalled varied with educational achieve-

meni, .thekindstof items listed were sImilarlamong the three groups. (See .

Table 4) Seven out of 10 OitheAourranked items by frequency of mention
s

were the same for,ali edUcational levels. And contrary to hypothesis four, the
...

. ,
. . .,.

. . . -

most frequently listed events given by the reportersiand editors were similar

regardless of educ.i.tional level, Some differences in ranking by the several

groups was observed, but six out of 10 events appeared on both, the editorial
.,-..

staff's list and the list of the respondents, no,matter what the educational level.
0

This similarity of choice day likely result'from the repeated exposure

to news of these events. When a big headline Story breaks,'both,broadcast and

print .news sources are likely' to provide extensive coverage. Even if a pet- ,

' son makes no active effort to.understand'such news, the topic of the event
_

may well be remembered.

.s Content Analysis of, News StOries

,

A content analysis of Page One and Page Three (The World.Page) of The
. , , .

0 . .

Herald-Telephone pre'vided data on the types of stories that appeared from

. January 1 through December 18, 1981:

gtories were categorized in ways similar to the categories used in the--

rankings of the top events by the citizens journalists and wire services.
-

. 4-1-2°-
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This
d
made 'it, possible to draw compari!sions between the way journ alists,

citizens and the wire sepices ranked storiesAnd the way those, stories

were actually played on the two main news Pages'of.The Herald-Telephone..

I

Thege categories' were somewhat arbitrary, but were wade with the events

'f e'
of 1981 in mind. Stories about conts betwegli Israel and ,its Arab

neighbors were Rlacejean e category labeleeMiddle East, while stories

/
about Iranian politics, which appeared in/the aftermath of the hostage

crisis, were placed in a separate categOrv.
e "

Stories about Reagan's econorpdc policies as dell as high interest rates

and the recession were countedXs stories about the economy. Stories about

4

_

11,

unempfoyment, however, were not counted in with other stories about the

economy., This dedision was in part made because it was thought that stories

about lay-offs in local manufacturing firms, as 'well as unemployment through-

out the nation, would receive more coverage than actually occurred. As it

was, unemplo did not rank in the top 25 stories counted during the year.
$

Nonetheless, 1981 was the year of the economy in. the, pages-Ant_The

Herald-Telephone. The topic rated 234 stories duiing the year (see Table 5) .

compared to 139 stories about the Middle East. Developments Poland ranked

third with 111 stories appearing during the year..

It.was felt-that a story count 1-lould not be used as. the only gauge of

how stories_were played in.the newspaper. Certain storafs, pafticularly

'event-oriented stories, are by theitknature newsworthy for a limited time.

In the case of the attempt on Reagan's life or the assassination of Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat, the greatest number of stories was published in the,
21:-,

/7 ,\ ,

days immediately-'following the incidents. When the stories about event-

k
calisnUd_ news appeared,_they ended-Io beAsiven-more sRaee -than less event=

oriented stories such as those-on the economy or local skol.funding (see

Table-6), but weie newsworthy for a shorter time than issue-oriented topics.

13
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In this study, stories were judged as having been perceiNed as
e

-

particularl; important by the editorial staff if those stories and their
.7

accompanying pictures received more than a quarter of a-page of coverage.

The rationale for chosing this size was that a story, becomes the dominant

visual element on the page whbn it isa-quarter of.ca page or more in size.

An example of tffe importancd story- size had in this study is found

in:the coverage of Sadat's death. While only 15 stories'about the assess-

* illation appeared from the time of his death on October 6 through,November,

Ns-

53 % of those stories received mote than a. quarter of a page of space. ,

t -
a

In contrast, only 14% of the stories about Sandra Day O'Connor's

appointment A the first. woman justice on t1e Supreme Court and 10 percent

rt,

of the Stories abfflat the shooting of Pope John Paul II received such treatment.

Stories about the return of the American upstages from Iran received

a quarter of a page or more of'coverage 39% of the time. If only

stories that appeared within the first month after the hostages' release h

been considered, that percentage would have been much higher. Similarly,

. ...,=

31% . of8 the stories about the assassination attempt on President Reagan
..

were a quarter of'a page or more in size, and that percentage also would

have been higher if-only stories in March and April issues of the paper were

'counted. Such important events are covered extensively at the time of their

occurrence and immediately after the occurrence- -then covenag slacks off,

as would' be expected. On the other hand, more issue-oriented topics, like

the economy and.the on-going.Middle East conflict tend to beAdnvered over a

long period of time, but fewer stories about these events get one-fourth page

0
or more of coverage:

Hypothesis five, that events receiving the most news play for 1981 would

be, included on lists of both the area residents-and the editorial staff, was

..

",..,OnlaIre

- ,
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not supported. Only four out of 'the 10 most freqUently covered event's were

included on either pf the lists.' Table'5 provides the events which were

most frequently covered in The Herald-Telephone.. Reporters- and editors

agreed/with the most covered news items on the following four events: the,

'4k

economy (when Reaganomics is classified in this general way); the .Polish

crisis] the release of the hostages; and the local PCB issue. The order of

selection differed on the two lists.

Area residents also matched up with newspaper coverage on four of the

same events. Three pf those events were identical to those selectedqby the

editorial staff. The four events\ere: Reaganomics; the-Polish crisis: the

release of the hostages; and the space shuttle.
,

When the amount of coverage on any given news day was compared with the

10 most important events selected.by residents and the newspaperits gdilorial
A

staff, the lists don't match up any better. Table 6 provides a list of

storied that received one:fourth page or more-treatment by The Herald-Telephone.

In descending order, the stories receiving the most news play and also

receiving the highest percentage of that coverage in stories which took one-
..

fourth page or more of copy, are as fol the Sadat assassination, the

hostage release, the Reagan shooting, the space shuttle, the conflict J1n

Northern Ireland, the execution of Steven Judy, the events in El Salvador,

Sandra Day O'Connoi named to the Supreme Coui.t, the sale of AWACS to Saudi

Arabia, and the economy. Of these stories, four appeared on the reporters'

and editors' lists ( Sadat, hostage release? Reagan shbt, and the economy)

and five were most frequently mentioned as impoftant events by the area

residents ( Sadat, hostage release, Reagan shot, the economy, and the space

shuttle>.

Hypothesis six, that event ch4en by the editors in the two wire service

I-
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polls will more closely$match_lists given by the loyal news staff than those

of the community residents, was also not supported. In fact, the area

residents matched the list provided by AP and UPI somewhat more closely

(by one story) than did the editorial staff of The Herald-Telephone. Steven

out of 10 events Listed by AP were selected by the reporters and editors

as,. the, top stories of the year. the' area residents selected ight-of the

10 _vents. The comparison of the two local groups with UPI-'s list

roduced identical results.

Two factors, the r cency of the event,and the amount of coverage ,Chat
7-'

took Less,than one - fourth of a page, appeared to.be impor ant in determining

whether stories about those events were chosen by citizenscand reporters

as among the top stories of the year.

Stories about the killings bf black youths 'in Atlanta ranked fourth

. . .

in the count of top stories of the year (Table 5). Because of the large
. .

. ..

volume of coverage, Was expected that stories on this topic would be '.'.

chosen by residents and The Herald-Telephone'staff as one of the top stories
. i .

of the.year, but this was not the case. Only T% of the stories about the

' Atlanta murders were a quarter of a page or more in size, and only three

stories about to topic appeared on pages one and three of the paper during

the second half of the year. A recency factor, along with a size factor,

may be.responsible,for citizens and reporters overlooking this event.

Stories about labor, negotiations involving coal miners who.were members

of the -United Mine Workers ranked fourth in the total count of top stories.

of -the year as played on\the pages of The Herald-Telephone. This.story,
. .

however, did not ma e it into the count of top stories or either the.'
I

journal4st .79,1- the residents, and the stories on this topic received One-

/

quarter of a Age 'nf coverage only 2 percent of the' time. Only two stories
Nor

on this topic appeared during the last six months of the year. Recency and

'Al 1 "o
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size appeared again to be factors in whether residents and the editorial

staff selected the evd1nt as a top Story.

In contrast, stories about the Monroe County Commaifi chool Corpora-

ool Closurestion's controversy surrounding redistricting and possiblesc

were ranked in the top the11e yearAby residents and H-T staff

members, and were ranked 16th in the total count of stories inthe news-,

paper. While no stories about the redistricting controversy4appeared from

April through August, 4
16 stories on that topic appeared on Page One durin&

the last four months'of the year That story was given oneTquarter of a

page or more space in 11% of the cases counted. School redistricting was

still a newsworthy _issue at the end of the year as no decision concerning
. ..

School cloSures had been made.

Similarly` stories about the events in Poland were in the news almost

every -day'during the month that the survey was=cOnducted.Stories about

Poland ranked fourth it the.survey of H-T staff members, first by residents,

and third in the'overall count. Only 7% of the stories about Poland were

one-quarter of a page or more in the count for the year, while 337.

-,- of the stories priAted during Decem ber were one-aquarter of a page or more.
* , e
.:, r,., , i

.

.

Conclusions

This study, which was intended as an exploration to the news values of *'

t

Q

reporters, editors and the readers served by a daily newspaper in Bloomington,

Ind., revealed some interesting facts about the way the newspaper staff may

-....04incorreCtly.viewing its readers. The policy of The Herald-Telephone,,

to reserve the front page for lnral newsst o-rielisT-unless a -sIguittcant state,

,.national and international event event took place on a given day, may not be

, serving reader interest. More local events were cited as "most important"
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by reporters and'editors than by readers. If the front page is a reflection
1

of those important events, thelreaders'may be calling for moid national and

international, event, coverage on that page. .The editorial policy may reflect

tradition or aneditoriral viewpoint which is not substantiated by reader

interest.

Overall coverage in the newspaper-does not bear out the local emphasis
ti

on the frozq page. Since Page One and Page Three coverage were combined in
o

the content analysis, it is clear that a greater volume of coverage was

devoted to non-local items. Only one local story appeared A the "10 most

frequently mentioned in tie newspaper, while two additional local stories

were included in the top 15 events covered in 1981'1>37 Ti* Herald-Telephone.

, . .

Another interesting-fi4ding is the close nature of the overall agree-

ment, by area residents and the newspaper staff. This finding may result

from an agenda-setting,effect on the part of the newspaper, editors, or it

may be 'that editors do a bets job of fiiedicti.ng what the reader wants

to know than ctitics would have us belieVe.

The notion that people will consider important the events which touch

their lives personally appOrs to be without basis in this stpdy- Other

thanothe ill basketball tel winning the, championship, no local stories

appeared.fh tnit residents' top 10 list. Unemployment problems:,sthool

redistricting and the contamination of the local environment were important

'issue's, but et nearly so important as other national and international

events he year.

`Sin \tr this study did ito.t ask respondents 4irectly to list the things

they would like to see in the newspaper,andeven left the words "newsp

I and "story" out of the questions which asked respondents to identify or-

tant events; it may be an intg4sting approach for editorial researci in

0

1 n
..)
'C
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the fupdre. Asking questions in this manner may be more relevant to'a.

reader's actual preferences than asking the reader what he likes or dis-.

likes; reads or doesn't read in the newspaper. A least it could serve

as.a control on other forms of questioning,.

If

.1

4

(% 4

Mr
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The following topic'ardas were 'read XO respondents as an aid to re-
calling important events; politics, religion, edadation, crime, sports,'

, international affairS, ,thdzDenvironment, science and space, social prob-
.lems, ener67,,terrorism, the economy, entertgiaMeht andthe arts, world
conflict, businessand industry and corruption.

, ,

...___
2
Po1y-chlorinated biphenyls had beeniuse7117-tbv7manulacture of

,electrical transformers by.a local WestinghoUse plant. The 13CB solid'

41
the city's

sewage system. During 1981, the Environme tal Protectiop...Agency began-
to apply pressure to Wesqnghouse and the bwners of-plaperty:where dump-
ing had occurred. The city brought a law sat against Westinghouse 'tg re-
cover the casts incurred by the cleanup of the sewers and'the removal
of contaminated sludge. '

3
Trying to locate a site,for a Work release center in the community

created much controversy. No'matter what the-proposal for locating the
center, objections were raised by area residents about the danger to
their ,neighbb rhoods.

.r
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fi -.Table 1

p

: .:. V

. wc.1RANKOb OF T! TOP STORIES OF THE YEAR
"

A1G WIRE SERVICES

1..1 Ranking

The Attempt on the Pape!

Reagan and Inew administration
in Washington

Ameridan Economy
(includes Reaganomics,'high
interest rates and recession)

Flight of .the Space Shuttle

Air Traffic Controller's
Strike

Sandra Day D'Conno'r!s

Appointment to Suprete o

Court
a^

.

Developments in Poland

Kansas City Hotel, Walkway
Collapse 91

AP's UPI's UPI's.

"Ten
Top

Headlines
Top most

gnificant
.

,

The AttemIA q ,.;:.:4,...
.

on Reagan

The Return
( .

2 7of'Hostages 2

Sadat Assassination 3 4

8

.

6 6 1,2*

7 5 6

7 10

9

10 0 5
!t)

Middle East,Conflicts 10

Chill in U.S; Soviet
Relations

1,

.4

.

-e

8

*The economy was listed second while
Reaganomics was voted first.' yel4

a 4
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Event

Table 2...
21

-"\

.Rankings of Important News Events of 1981
A

By Bloomington Residents, and tewspaper'Staff . .

N=196 4

/

Staff

Rank

t.

Residents'
Rank

Reaganomics
.

-

2 ( 7

Hostage Release '

.

3' 8
.

.

.

Sadat Assassination 3 / . 10

PCB Problems 3 -
.,

Poland CriSis 4 N
.

- 1

1U wins NCAA 5 5

World lelease
Center Location

\
6 / -

Reagan Assumes

*-'..

Presidency 6

.

r 6'

Pope is shot

Space Shuttle - 2
/

- ,

rnflation/Recession ,
.

'9 ,

Middle East'Conflict
(Israel.and Arab
Countries)

.

,
.

11
,

pnemployment
.

12 -

School Redistricting 8 k. 13
i

Libyan Terrorism % - 14.

Execution of Steven
Judy 8 -

Chill, in U.S.-Soviet
,Relations 9 '

Local School Funding 9

Cutbacks in Funding
of Social Programs/
Education, f 2''''

,

11

v4'

0
E;.
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Table 3

Reported Media Use of
Bloomington, Indiana,Area
Residents in Percentage-

n = 195

Local
Newspaper Television
Reading Newd

Viewing

*
Network

Television
News

Viewing

2'2

Radio
News

Listening

very day/
almost every
day

..,

.

74.4

.

-

. ,54,.9

.

48.7

0,
,

.

.

56.97'

Two or three.
times a,

week

.

14.9

, .

.

J9.5
.

.

18.5
-

. t

r2.3

-

.

Once a
...

week

0

'4.1
.

.

.

.

5.6

-

10.3.

.

7.2

Less than
once a, .

week
.

-,ic

6.7 20.0

..'t,4

22.6

*

23.6
.

iod.1%*

4cTlIpse numbers exceed 100% due

Y \

9'

100.1%

4

100.0%

IWO
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Table 4

Toy. 10 Rankings of Evente by Education Level
for Bloomington-area Residents

N=195

23 .

.

.

.

''
. '

.

.

/

Less than .

High School
Education

N =24

.

High School
Graduate or
High School .

Graduate and
Some College

N=102 .

,College ti

Graduate or
Graduate and

'

Advanced Study
or Degree

,
..N =59

.

.

b

.

.

It_ Meritions Rank
_
II Mentions'

.

, Rank /1 Mentions 'Rank

Reagan ssumes

Presidency
, -

4* - 29 6 21

1

4

Reagan Shot 6 . 3
A

o 36 3 21 4

Pope Shoe
.

3 35 4

.

25 - 3

Sadat Assassin=
ation t--..°'

T

3 . -

.-.

20
,

-

.

1

15 9

risisPolish Crisis : 9

.

1. 52
.

2' -'-''-- 48 , 1

Middle East
Conflict
(Israel and
Arab countries) -

1

.

22

.

9

.

.

16

,

,

8

.

Reagdnomics 6 3 ' 25

A,
8 19 .

,

6

Uriemployment 5 4 19
4r

, 12
_

Inflation/
Recession

,4

J

-. 22
,

.

. 9

_.,

18 7
, .

Space'Shuttle 7 2
_

53 1 " 29 2
.

.

Hostage Release 5 .-- 45
.

28 7,
4111

14' 10

NCAA Title tO IU 5

.

4 32 5
.

.'20 5 -..,

Violent Cre
Increase

5
4 10 -

, .

6 - ---

it
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Table 5 -- . - ,24

The most-frequentj.y covered topics on pages 1 and
of The Herald- Telephone in 1981-(Jan. 1 - 'Dec.. 18)

.Number of Stories
on topic during-1981

(Pages 1 gnd 3)

1. The-economy CReaganomics; high
interest rates, recession)

4
2. The Middle East conflict

(Israel and Arab countries)

3. Poland crisis

4. The return of the hostages

5: Murders in Atlanta

6. ,Coal talks-United Mine Workers

7.._Space shuttle

8.. W.S. defense policies,

9. Air traffic controllers

10. PCBs

11. Attempt on Reaaafi'sife

2

216,

139

111 "

64

59

57

52

46

12. Local,achool funding \ 441

13. Problems in Naraltrn Ireland

14. 'Chill in.U.S.-Sdyiet relations

15, AWACs sale

16. Problems with auto industry
:

17. School redistricting

18. El Salvador
N

0
'. 19. Social Security

,

20. Cuts in federal-social programs.

, ,,21.
:,..4,0_

22.'

23.

24.

r.

4..

38

37

36

34

31

28 .1'

27

41

23
.,

Sandra Day O'Connor

Pope Shot

Steven Judyrexecution

Sadat assassination

w.

22 .

. .

20

. 19

15

0

25. Reagan and the new admin.j.stration
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Table 6
25

How the most frequently covered stories were played
in The Herald-Telephone in 1981 (Jan.

Number of
stories
ranging
from ;4 -

page in size
'(pictures

included)

1 - Dec. 18)

Number of
stories
more than
11 page

(pictures
included)

Number
of

tories

14 page

or more

% of
stories
-4 page

or more

Stoxy

ropit,

Total
number
of stories
on topic

The economy 216 22 4 26 12%

.Ostages return 64 19 6 25 39%.

Space S 52 14. 1 15 29%

Middle. East 139 12 1 13 9%4
Reagan/Brady Shot 10 2 12 31%

Poland 111 1 8' 7%

Sadat 15 5' 3 ' 8 53%

Northern Iieland 36 5 1 6 17%

Atlanta killings 59 4 0 4 7%

AWACS sale 31 4 0 4 13%
r

Air traffic controllers
strike 46 .4 0 4 9%

El Salvador 26 4 0 4 15%

Chill in U.S.- Soviet
relations 34 3 0 3 9%

AUto industry problems 28_ 3 0 3 11%

SChool redistricting 27 3 o 3 11%

Social Security 24 3 o 3 12%
6

'Defense 52 3 3 6%

Sandra Day O'Connor 3- 0 3 \ 14%

Steven Judy execution 19 2
4,3

1 3 16%

PCBs .42 1 1 2 5%

Local school funding 37 2 0 2 5%

Cuts in federal social
.

programs, 23 2 0
/ 9%

Pope shot 20 I 1 2 10%

Beanf;'' trial 21 0 5%

Reagan to power 14 1 0 1 7%

.Coal talks' 57 1 0 1 2%

Work release 22 0 0 0 0%
Ar.


